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Agenda
• Know Your Purpose and Strategy

• Plan for Economic Viability

• Know Your Culture

• Be ESG Competent

• Digital Transformation



Know Your Purpose and Strategy 

• Why do you do what you do?

• Does your Vision align with where you are 

now?

• Does your Mission matter to your 

stakeholders now?

• Establish a “purpose-driven strategy”

Nearly two-thirds of Canadian business leaders 

said their principal objective is to embed purpose 

into everything they do to create long-term value 

for all stakeholders. Source: 2020, The Globe and Mail, KPMG Canada CEO Study



Plan for Economic 
Viability

• How do you fund what 

you do?

• Assess your current 

situation 

• Diversify donors and 

streams of funding

• Create financial 

scenario plans

• Have honest 

conversations with your 

stakeholders



BREAK OUT DISCUSSION

• How often is your organization reviewing your purpose? 

Is your purpose aligned to your strategy?

• What are some current practices you have implemented 

to ensure economic viability?



Know Your Culture

• Prioritize employee 

wellbeing

• ROI on mental health

• What is your workforce 

strategy and culture?

• Hybrid Workforce 

• Contractors vs Employees



Edelman Trust Barometer
• Societal leaders are not trusted to do what is right

• 50% of respondents worry that business leaders are purposely trying to mislead them, 

and 46% believe the same about government leaders 

• New expectations of business brings new demands for CEOs 

• 84% of Canadians expect CEOs to publicly speak out on societal challenges

• My Employer’ sees continued high trust while ‘My Employer’s’ 

communications seen as most believable information source 

• employer communications are seen as the most believable source of information (65%) 

– over national government (64%)



Be ESG Competent
• Stands for Environmental, Social and 

Governance also referred to as 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

• Understand the scope of ESG issues in 

your organization

• Business Benefits:

• Build brand and reputation

• Attract and retain customers

• Attract and retain employees

• Manage risks and enhance innovation



ESG…continued

• Hot ESG Issues:

• Climate change, water scarcity, 

Indigenous reconciliation, technology, 

corporate transparency

• Strong Corporate Governance –

regularly train Board members

• Why is Facebook in trouble?





Digital Transformation

• Abrupt transition brought many benefits such 

as remote work and virtual meetings

• Cybersecurity attacks and risks are on the 

radar

A 2021 Harvard Business Review survey found 83% of 

board members identified bolstering cybersecurity as a 

top strategic priority for their organisations.



BREAK OUT DISCUSSION

• What factors, if any, are driving ESG to be of importance 

for your organization? 

• What issues related to ESG might your stakeholders be 

most concerned with?
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